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Sonnencamping Albstadt
Your 4-star-campsite in the Swabian Mountains

Sonnencamping Albstadt
Sonnencamping Albstadt is situated on a
sun-kissed southern slope with the very
best outlook on the Swabian Alb.
Our campsite is opened throughout the
year.
It offers pitches for caravans and
motorhomes and two tent meadows.
In addition, you can choose between
several rental accommodations, among
them our cosy “sleeping barrels”, our
comfortable and modern bungalows or
original stilt houses coming soon on the
upper terrace of the camping.

On the site a shop provides supplies such as
camping goods, beverages, ice cream,
coffee variations, maps and cosmetics.
A bakery service is also available.
The amply sanitary building is modern with
foyer, family bath and private shower
cubicles. There are possibilities for cooking,
washing-up and doing the laundry.
The common room with TV and a barbecue
hut invite to sit together.
For children there‘s a playground and a
giant trampoline. A spacious dog park
completes our offer.
W-LAN is available throughout the
campsite.

Motorhome pitches
Sonnencamping Albstadt offers in total 82
pitches for motorhomes and caravans.

Tent pitches
 Two tent meadows with power connection
 Cooling, cooking, rinsing
 Washing and drying
 Shop
 Barbecuing

All pitches are spacious and thus suitable
for larger motorhomes as well. They offer
an electrical hook-up, our comfort sites also
have connections for fresh and grey water.
A recycling station is at the disposal of all
campers.
For short stays another 16 pitches outside
the campground welcome campers day
and night. The motorhome parking is
equipped with coin-operated electricity
and a parking ticket machine.
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Stilt houses
Hovering on the edge of the forest high
above the campsite and enjoying the view
of the Swabian Alb?
In our stilt houses you live on the top
terrace of the Sonnencamping and get the
over- and the far view right away.
The combined bedroom/living room offers
a dining area and sleeping facilities for 4
people: a bunk bed (2 beds each 0.90 x
2.00) and a loft bed (1.40 x 2.00 m). The
kitchen module is equipped with a
refrigerator, 2-plate cooker and sink. There
is sufficient storage space. A small
bathroom with WC is located on the
ground floor.

 A comfortable stay
 For up to 4 persons
 In 2 sizes: standard or XXL
 Also in winter
 Heating available

Sleeping barrels
Cosily and without building up a tent you
can also spend your holiday in one of our
eight “sleeping barrels”. Simply arrive and
begin your recreation.
In our 100% wood-crafted, ecologically
valuable sleeping barrels you spend the
night without own equipment.
You will find inside a large-sized bed (size
2 x 2 m) and a sitting opportunity for up to
6 persons, which can be converted in 2
beds of 0,7 x 2 m.
Heating, storage space and lighting do
complete our happy-go-lucky
accommodation.

Ask for
our gift
vouchers

Bungalows
If you wish a more comfortable holiday just
book one of our 13 bungalows. The
bungalows do have the size of 40 square
meters. They include a living room with
kitchenette, a parents`bedroom, a
children`s room (alternatively with bunk
beds or convertible bed) and a daylight
bathroom.
They are equipped in a modern and cosy
style. All bungalows are completely stuffed
out with tableware and cooking utensils for
four persons. Bedding and towels are
offered chargeably. TV and W-LAN
(chargeable) are available as well.
From the terrace you have a marvelous
view of the Swabian Alb.

Activity and recreation
Embedded in the rolling landscape of the
Swabian Mountains Sonnencamping
Albstadt offers many opportunities for
active recreation - in any season.
Directly beneath the southern slope you
will find the established leisure- and
wellness spa “badkap” with in- and outdoor
pools, sauna etc.
Outdoor activities are offered with 7
premium hiking trails, the so-called
“Traufgänge”, which are around the
campsite. Depending on the length and on
the level of difficulty of the tour the trails
either offer a recreation or sportive
challenge, but they are always rich in
wonderful views of the beauty of nature.
Also very close you'll find two other
sportive attractions of Albstadt, a
climbing- and a bike-park. A new
mountain bike trail runs directly past the
campsite.

Points of interest
Sonnencamping Albstadt serves as an
ideal basis for tours to the most rewarding
cultural sights of this region, such as the
fortress of Hohenzollern or the impressive
castle of Sigmaringen.
In the past the Swabian Alb was noted for a
strong textile industry. This led to the
expansion of lots of factory outlets, among
them the outlet city of Metzingen.
Our outlet guide offers information on
more than 30 selected outlet stores for
pasta, underwear, bike accessories or
designer dresses in the neigbourhood of
our campsite. At our reception you will get
more information material and competent
advice at any time!

Winter pleasures
Even in the cold season, the Swabian
Mountains have much to offer.
In the neighbourhood of the campsite two
premium hiking trails attract hikers and
walkers.
Many well-groomed cross-country ski runs
and six skiing lifts with flood-lighting
promise a lot of winter fun on two planks –
a small paradise in the middle of the
Swabian Alb.
Our accommodations are all heated and
therefore also suitable for winter holidays.
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Stuttgart

Sonnencamping Albstadt was
certified by ADAC, ANWB and
BVCD.
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Sonnencamping Albstadt is one of
currently 130 TopPlatz members in
Europe.
You will find a lot of additional
information at any time under
www.sonnencamping.de.

ALBSTADT

Balingen
Ausfahrt
Rottweil

We are also certified as quality
host for “Wanderbares
Deutschland “.

der hang zum glück

Rottweil

We are looking forward to your
visit!
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Sonnencamping Albstadt
Beibruck 54
D - 72458 Albstadt
Phone: +49 / (0)7431 / 9370348
info@sonnencamping.de
www.sonnencamping.de
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